
Scott Siman
rpm management
 “Tim McGraw and the Warren Brothers had 
written ‘If You’re Reading This’ a few weeks prior 
to the ACM show. It was inspired by a book Tim 
had read about letters from soldiers. Tim performed 
the song at a private show in April, and needless to 
say it received an incredible response. At that point, 
Tim took the initiative and decided to debut the 
song on the ACM Awards. 
 “He developed the concept and worked with 
[rpm VP and tour manager] Robert Allen on the 
logistics. Producer Rac Clark and ACM’s Bob 
Romeo worked with us to keep it a secret, even 
going so far as to have the first closed rehearsal in 
ACM history. Except for a handful of folks at that 
rehearsal, no one knew what Tim was going to 
perform – not the families, not the audience, not 
even Faith. 
 “At the commercial break following the 
performance, we walked the families back through 
the audience. It was a standing ovation and not a 
dry eye in the house. Tim has remained committed 
to those families, and many of them were able to 
come to Soul 2 Soul II shows, courtesy of Tim 
and Faith. Based on all the stories we received, 
Tim established a section of his website where 
families can post stories and pictures of their 
loved ones who made the ultimate sacrifice for our 
freedoms. Country radio picked up on the moment 
and made it Tim’s second live TV performance to 
chart – ‘Things Change’ being the first.”

Dan Anderson, BNA
     “Kellie Pickler was supposed to perform on the 
Sony BMG boat at CRS, but a week out American 
Idol called. It was a difficult choice, but Idol was 

the vehicle that launched her. We wanted to find 
a way to get her broadcast appearance live on the 
boat, and asked about satellite capabilities, but the 
only way to do satellite was if the boat was sitting 
still. The weather that night was bad, and at first 
we didn’t even know if we’d be able to sail, but 
we did. 
 “Our backup plan was to TiVo it, burn it to 
DVD, race it to a security guard at Opryland, then 
have a cigar boat pass it off to us on the General 

Jackson as we turned around a bend in the river. 
We didn’t know the time she would be on until 
the day of show. Wes Vause was with Kellie in 
L.A., emailing us updates as to when it was going 
to air. We had to be in contact with everyone, the 
General Jackson and the Coast Guard. It was wild 
once it got to the boat, as no one had seen it. Wes 
was emailing, saying it was good and we should 
air it. The turnaround from when it aired on TV to 
when it aired on the boat was just at an hour.”

Grace Reinbold 
What A Trip!
 “We took 500 CMA Awards radio station 
trip winners to see Marty Stuart’s Sparkle & 
Twang exhibit at the Tennessee State Museum. 
Marty greeted every person individually 
and then escorted us through the exhibit. He 
introduced the group to dimensions of country 
they had never seen, and it was so wonderful 
to observe what’s special about this music 
through his eyes.
 “When we took them to the Country Music 
Hall of Fame and Museum for dinner and a tour, 
we were led by Hall docents. All of a sudden, 
Trisha Yearwood appeared and reprised her early 
Nashville gig as a Hall of Fame tour guide. She 
had just come back from Kansas City to launch 
her new album and the crowd went absolutely 
wild. It was so awesome to see a celebrity of her 
status – someone who is so incredibly busy – do 
that. Both events really embodied the entire spirit 
of country music.”

Jimmy Harnen, Capitol
 “Keith Urban didn’t think he’d be in town 
for CRS, but he was and contacted us at the 
last minute about doing a show. We had about 
48 hours to put it all together. Staffers from 
Capitol and Borman Entertainment were running 
and gunning in all directions. Total fun. Total 
adrenaline rush. And the show was just killer – he 

played for almost three hours and then came out 
to meet folks. It was like a concert right in your 
living room.
 “This was also the year that my seven-
year-old son Luke started playing guitar.  As a 
musician, to see your son jamming away on a 
guitar was beyond cool. It’s kind of the full circle 
thing and really made me proud. It also made me 
realize how darn old I am!”

Joe Galante, Sony BMG 
 “During the BMI Awards dinner, I saw Lon 
Helton at another table and said, ‘Please come 
with me. I want to introduce you to Jessica.’ He 
says it was just, ‘Come with me – I want you 
to meet someone,’ but we know he can’t hear – 
hasn’t for years. 
So I got Jess 
and said, ‘I 
would like you 
to meet Lon 
Helton. He has 
a countdown 
show and you 
will be talking 
with him when 
your single 
comes out.’ Lon 
looked directly 
at her and said, 
‘I’m sorry. 
What’s your 
name?’ Very sweetly, she said, ‘Jessica Simpson.’ 
Lon turned red, and said, ‘Of course. And now Joe 
will kill me.’”

Judy Seale 
Judy Seale International
 “While on a Stars For Stripes Thanksgiving 
tour with Aaron Tippin, we went to the Balad air 
base hospital in Anaconda, Iraq to visit wounded 
and sick troops. We saw an injured 10-year-old 
Iraqi boy whose entire family was thought to 
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n our “Top 7 Of ‘07” story that opened this publication, we 
covered the year’s biggest stories. Now it’s time to find those 
personal perspectives on the year – memorable moments 
ranging from the ridiculous to the heart-rending. Read on.

DRAMATIC READING: Tim McGraw’s ACM Awards performance of “If You’re Reading This” brought the crowd to its feet.

DO YOU KNOW THIS 
WOMAN? Lon Helton with 
Jessica Simpson at the 
Sony BMG CMA Awards 
after-party.

WATER WORKS: Kellie Pickler’s American 
Idol performance.
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have been killed by an IED blast. He was alone 
and pretty beat up – one eye was sewn shut and 
the other was cloudy. No one was sure if he was 
blind or not. 
	 “I	sat	on	the	floor	next	to	him	and	via	an	
interpreter	said	I	had	a	picture	for	him,	and	called	
Aaron over. The boy obviously didn’t know who 
Aaron	was,	but	managed	to	stand	up,	put	his	arms	
around	Aaron	and	hug	and	kiss	him.	The	nurses	
and	some	big	men	were	crying.	
	 “The	boy	laughed	at	things	Aaron	said	as	if	
he	really	understood	him.	His	name	was	Saddam	
and	I	asked	Aaron,	“Did	you	ever	think	you’d	be	
in	Iraq	comforting	a	little	boy	named	Saddam?”	
Aaron	has	two	young	sons	around	that	age,	
and	he	wanted	to	bring	the	kid	home	with	him.	
Remarkably,	his	mother,	who	survived	the	attack	
but	thought	her	son	was	dead,	was	located	and	
the	two	are	now	together.	
	 “Aaron	signed	4,500	t-shirts,	caps	and	guitars	
on	that	tour.	Every	single	soldier	got	to	meet	
him.	That	contact	is	more	important	than	the	

performance.	When	it	was	over	we	took	an	‘angel	
flight’	with	draped	coffins	of	fallen	heroes	at	our	
feet	the	whole	way	home.”

Big Kenny Alphin  
Big & Rich
	 “The	trip	to	bring	medicine	and	supplies	to	
Akon,	Sudan	was	quite	an	undertaking.	Half	
the	people	that	were	originally	going	with	
me	dropped	out	a	week	before	we	took	off.	
Miraculously,	some	people	just	stepped	up	out	
of	the	blue.	But	it	had	taken	us	months	to	get	
these	visas,	so	we	were	worried.	Luckily,	the	
relationships	we	had	made	along	the	way	at	the	
embassy	in	Sudan	helped	us	get	new	visas.	
	 “The	cargo	plane	we	chartered	in	Nairobi,	
Kenya	lost	its	left	engine	cover	right	after	takeoff.	
We	had	to	turn	around	and	wait	another	day	to	
leave,	but	everything	happens	for	a	reason.	Achol 
Cyier Rehan,	the	commissioner	of	Gogrial	
County,	where	we	were	going,	was	in	Nairobi	

and	able	to	fly	with	us	to	Akon	the	next	day.	
	 “When	our	plane	finally	landed,	500	people	
who	had	been	waiting	more	than	a	day	for	us	
were	standing	on	the	dirt	runway.	They	were	
singing,	marching	in	line	and	chanting.	Some	
men	wrestled	a	ceremonial	calf	to	the	ground	and	
stretched	it	out	for	us	to	jump	over	as	a	blessing	
to	us.	It	was	a	surreal	experience.	They	were	full	
of	so	much	appreciation	and	joy	it	gave	me	great	
hope.	I	will	never	forget	opening	those	doors	and	
seeing	all	those	people	and	hearing	the	power	of	
those	voices	singing.”

Tony Randall
KUSS/San Diego
	 “During	San	Diego’s	fires	my	co-host	Kris 
Rochester	and	I	got	a	call	from	a	listener,	
Dr. Matt Hubbard,	who	was	working	with	
firefighters	in	a	staging	area	who	hadn’t	eaten	in	
24-36	hours.	We	made	a	quick	call	to	our	friend	
and diner owner Stu Segall	asking	if	he	could	
help. They loaded up a truck full of hot coffee 
and	food	and	set	out	to	find	these	guys	out	in	the	
middle	of	nowhere.	The	firefighters	were	risking	
their	lives,	and	no	one	thought	to	feed	them.”

Laney Lawrence
Rocky Comfort Records
	 “We	knew	‘Find	Out	Who	Your	Friends	Are’	
would	hit	No.	1	on	Saturday,	but	we	didn’t	
want to celebrate until we saw the printed chart 
on Tuesday. Tracy and I talked to the staff 
at	CO5	and	a	lot	of	other	people	who	helped	
make	this	happen.	We	went	into	it	saying	we’d	
just	be	happy	to	make	the	top	30,	and	even	just	
charting	was	exciting.	It	didn’t	sink	in	until	
we	had	our	No.	1	party.	This	has	exceeded	
everything	we	thought.”

Suzanne Durham  
Show Dog
	 “My	dad	passed	at	the	end	of	July,	and	
everyone – Toby Keith,	the	Show	Dog	family,	

Paradigm,	TKO,	Flynnville Train – has been so 
supportive.	Toby	and	Show	Dog	covered	trips	
home	for	six	months	while	he	was	in	hospice	
and	everyone	sent	flowers	at	the	funeral.	Toby	
was	playing	in	my	hometown	of	Boston	at	the	
Tweeter	Center	September	22,	and	my	whole	
family	was	given	tickets	and	backstage	passes.	
	 “During	the	encore,	which	was	“American	
Soldier,”	Tour	Manager	David Milam and video 
guys	Lee and Kevin	surprised	us	by	putting	
my	dad’s	Marine	photo	on	the	stage	screen,	

superimposed	with	a	color	shot	of	the	American	
flag.	The	crowd	went	crazy,	because	they	knew	
it	was	someone	important	to	Toby.	I	don’t	think	
they	know	what	a	special	moment	they	gave	to	
my	family.	My	uncle	Tony and brother Joe both 
had	tears	in	their	eyes.	It	was	the	first	concert	
Tony	had	seen	since	the	‘60s,	and	he	said,	‘It	was	
worth	the	wait.’”																																				CAC

The year in Memories

LOVE EVERYBODY: Big Kenny in Sudan.

HERO’S REQUIEM: 
Suzanne Durham’s 

late father Neal 
Durham is honored 
during a Toby Keith 

performance.

FRIENDS: Celebrating the No. 1 ascension 
of “Find Out Who Your Friends Are” are 
(clockwise from top left) Tracy Lawrence, Joe 
Diffie, George Jones and Kenny Chesney.
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